
These notes, which are offered in the spirit of fair disclosure, provide a summary from 

DyDo of a presentation delivered by President Takamatsu at an ESG Roundtable for 

institutional investors held on May 30, 2018, with certain additions and revisions. Please 

note that no guarantee is made of the accuracy or completeness of the information they 

contain, and that they are subject to change in the future without notice.

The plans, future projections and strategies for the DyDo Group stated in this document, 

with the exception of past or current facts, are projections of our future performance, 

and are based on the judgment and postulations of our management team based on the 

information available at the present time.

Accordingly, the actual performance may differ greatly from these due to unforeseen 

factors, the economic situation and other risks. This document is not intended to solicit 

any investment. Please use your own judgment when making investment decisions.
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Purpose of today’s meeting

• The current fiscal year is the final year of the Group’s Mid-term Business Plan.

• Although a new Mid-term Business Plan will start next year, it will be important to 

incorporate the ESG perspective into the Group’s approach to dealing with 

management issues as it strives to achieve sustained growth over the long term and 

as it prepares to formulate the next Mid-term Business Plan.

• The Group hopes that this roundtable will serve as an opportunity for institutional 

investors to offer valuable insights with regard to the above.
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Group history

• The Group began “use first, pay later” medicine business as a personal business after 

World War II.

• Today’s Daido Pharmaceutical Corporation was established about 60 years ago to 

manufacture pharmaceutical products such as nutritional supplements. The company 

expanded the sales channels developed for its “use first, pay later” medicine business 

while taking advantage of a nationwide network of distributors and other business 

partners.

• The company explored the potential of a variety of new businesses and products that 

took advantage of the sales network it had developed. Although not all of these 

initiatives succeeded, the company embraced the challenge of selling a wide array of 

products.

• Over time, the canned coffee and vending machine businesses emerged as the 

company’s principal focus.

• About 40 years ago, after years of steady expansion in the beverage business, that 

business was spun off from Daido Pharmaceutical as an independent company 

(becoming DyDo DRINCO).

• The beverage business enjoyed significant growth as Japan’s economy grew, but by 

the 2000s it had started to plateau.

• Recognizing that its existing businesses alone would not provide an outlook for 

significant future growth, the company has sought to expand its business domain 

over the last several years in search of future growth opportunities (by acquiring 

Tarami and expanding its beverage business overseas, among other efforts).
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Revision of the Group Philosophy and Vision

• The Group formulated a new Mid-term Business Plan starting in 2014 in an effort to 

achieve additional growth.

• Despite the tough business environment, it will be important to maintain steady 

performance in existing businesses and to build a new foundation that will deliver 

sustained growth in the future.

• To engage all Group employees in a concerted effort to pursue new growth, we 

revised the Group Philosophy, Group Vision, and Group Slogan to coincide with the 

2014 launch of the Mid-term Business Plan.

Group Philosophy

DyDo Group strives to achieve happiness and prosperity together with people 

and society as a whole. To realize this, we will continue our dynamic efforts to 

take on new challenges.

• We augmented “happiness and prosperity,” which the Group has valued as a basic 

principle in its businesses since its founding, with “dynamic efforts to take on new 

challenges,” reflecting our embrace of new challenges in pursuit of new growth, just 

as our predecessors embraced the potential of canned coffee and vending machines 

to spur the company’s growth in the past.
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Mid-term Business Plan

• This slide illustrates the four challenges that make up the Mid-term Business Plan.

(1) With regard to existing businesses, even though they do not promise dramatic 

growth, we will rebuild a foundation that allows them to generate stable earnings.

(2) We will strengthen the product competitiveness that undergirds our existing 

businesses.

(3) We will expand our existing business area to include overseas markets.

(4) We will establish new business domains that go beyond the framework of existing 

businesses. 

� With regard to “new business domains,” we will work to expand our 

businesses in the food and health segments, where we can leverage the 

strengths of our existing businesses, with a particular focus on the healthcare 

domain and a strategic approach that includes M&As.
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Activities to spread the Group Philosophy

• Our formulation of the Group Philosophy and Vision was motivated by the following 

reasons, among others:

� The slowing of growth in the Domestic Beverage Businesses, one of our core 

businesses, led to a sense of stagnation in the company and a desire to 

somehow overcome it.

� Superficial changes in wording alone will not be enough to trigger the change 

needed in order to break out of this sense of stagnation. We will need to 

undertake initiatives to effect fundamental change in the company’s culture.

• For about the last four years, I have worked steadily to spread awareness of the 

Group Philosophy through opportunities for direct dialog with employees and 

through initiatives such as those listed on the slide.

� Visits to facilities nationwide

� DyDo off-site meetings

We plan to continue DyDo off-site meetings in the future. This program allows 

me to speak directly to employees by visiting 8 to 12 facilities around the 

country every year.
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Activities to spread the Group Philosophy

• In terms of specific measures, we’ve introduced mechanisms designed to encourage 

employees to embrace new challenges.

• Employees have suggested a variety of new businesses, operational improvements, 

and other proposals.

• We encourage workers to embrace new challenges by implementing viable 

suggestions and recognizing the employees who came up with them. 
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Activities to spread the Group Philosophy overseas

• The slide depicts the mission statement of our Turkey subsidiary.

• Although it was based on the Japanese Group Philosophy and its emphasis on 

“happiness and prosperity” and “new challenges,” the statement was formulated 

with the involvement of all employees of our Turkish beverage business in an effort to 

ensure that the result aligned with all employees.

• The atmosphere of the company both in Japan and overseas has changed quite a bit 

thanks to these activities.
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Utilizing employees effectively

• As we strive to transform the company’s culture, it will be important to ensure a 

diverse workforce by not only relying on employees who have contributed to the 

company over the years, but also hiring new workers.

• This slide provides some examples of specific initiatives the company is pursuing in 

this area.

� Although the percentage of female employees at the company remains low, 

women account for about half of all new graduates hired by the company in 

recent years.

� We are actively pursuing mid-career hires, particularly of people with skills in 

specialized fields.
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(Explanation of slide omitted from presentation)
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Initiatives in the vending machine business

• We’ve installed about 280,000 vending machines throughout Japan, and we replace 

about 10% of them every year. We’ve been pursuing initiatives for the last three years 

to significantly shrink that investment.

• Thanks to these initiatives, we’ve limited the number of new vending machines to 

about two-thirds of past levels.

• When maintenance costs are included, we were able to reduce capital investment 

related to vending machines in the Domestic Beverage Business during FY2014 by 

about ¥5 billion.

• Specific initiatives

� We’ve introduced what we call “frontier vendors,” by which we mean recycled 

vending machines that reuse as many parts as possible from vending 

machines that have been removed from service in the past.

� We believe that this effort will allow us to extend the economic service life of 

vending machines from the conventional life of about 10 years to about 15 

years.

� This initiative will not only contribute significantly to profits, but also help 

reduce the environmental impact of our operations. 

� Going forward, it will be necessary to accelerate initiatives that address new 

infrastructure to extend vending machine functionality beyond beverage sales 

as we look to maintain and increase our top line. 
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Initiatives in the vending machine business

• The slide illustrates the trend toward significantly lower vending machine costs.

• We’ve reduced our capital investment by about ¥5.0 billion over the last three years.

• Although the effects of reducing depreciation expenses on our profit and loss 

statement will take another two or three years to be felt since we account for vending 

machines using straight-line five-year amortization, we’ve already fully realized those 

benefits in cash flow terms. Going forward, the key will be to revamp our vending 

machine business model so that we can maintain and grow our top line. 



(Explanation of slide omitted from presentation.)
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Progress toward the goals outlined in the Mid-term Business Plan

• The slide summarizes our progress in achieving the goals outlined in the Mid-term 

Business Plan.

• Although we’ve seen steady progress in some areas, our efforts have also shed light 

on the challenges that remain.
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(Same as previous slide)
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Trend in performance during the current Mid-term Business Plan

• Reductions in vending machine fixed costs will drive an improvement in profit on our 

profit and loss statement over the coming two or three years, but we’ve already fully 

realized those benefits on a cash-flow basis.

• We will redouble our efforts to improve profitability in order to place the company on 

a growth footing.
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Issues as we seek to increase corporate value

• I’m not yet satisfied with the company’s ROE.

• Improving profitability remains an issue that we need to address as we look to 

improve ROE.

• Sustained improvement in our governance will be important as we undertake these 

measures.
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Initiatives to reform governance

• This slide summarizes major initiatives we’ve undertaken in the past.

• Explanation of our efforts to revitalize the Board of Directors, which is a key point in 

the reform of governance

� The content of discussions has changed significantly since we elected two 

external directors.

Although the Board was prone to provide pro forma discussion and 

approval in the past, the addition of external directors has made it 

necessary to fully explain things that in the past had been taken for 

granted. The addition of opinions from new perspectives has further 

stimulated discussion. 

� The transition to a holding company structure (effective January 21, 2017) 

further deepened the Board’s discussions. 

Whereas proposed resolutions centered on the parent company’s 

Japanese beverage business in the past, the Board has been able to 

spend more time on issues related to ensuring the growth of the 

Group since the transition to a holding company structure (for 

example, by discussing how to achieve growth most effectively and 

how to establish new business domains in the future).
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Sustained improvement of governance

• The company evaluates its Board of Directors in accordance with the Governance 

Code.

• We’ve been able to make improvements in some areas, but there remain other areas 

where improvement is needed.

• We will continue to pursue additional initiatives in order to improve our governance.
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(Explanation of slide omitted from presentation.)
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(Explanation of slide omitted from presentation.)
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Image of future growth

• As we strive to ensure growth in the future, we will work to expand and optimize our 

business portfolio. 

• This effort will occur against the backdrop of changes in population demographics, for 

example in the shrinking and aging of Japan’s population, and growing needs in the 

healthcare domain driven by the associated extension of healthy life expectancy.

• Growing interest in healthy lifestyles and in the healthcare domain is a major 

overseas trend, as can be seen by the introduction of “sugar taxes” in a number of 

countries worldwide.

• Although this trend sometimes poses business risk, for example with the adoption at 

the end of last year in Turkey of a tax on carbonated beverages and other drinks that 

will take effect this year (2018), these risks can sometimes be transformed into 

opportunities for additional growth.

• As we look to take advantage of increasing interest in healthy lifestyles and expand 

our business into the healthcare domain, we will expand the domain of our existing 

businesses and acquire new businesses. 
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Image of future growth

• We’ve examined a variety of possibilities with regard to acquiring businesses in the 

healthcare domain, and currently we’ve announced our entry into the 

pharmaceuticals field.

• This decision was based on our intention to treat the healthcare field as a growth 

domain.
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*This slide is included on page 43 of the presentation materials.

Image of future growth

• Our first initiative in the pharmaceuticals field will be an orphan drug business.

• Orphan diseases have a limited number of patients, and major pharmaceutical 

companies are not actively developing new drugs for this segment of the market. As a 

result, orphan diseases have become a social issue in Japan and elsewhere.

• We made the decision to enter this business based on a desire to help patients who 

are suffering from orphan diseases and other difficult-to-treat illnesses.
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*This slide is included on page 44 of the presentation materials.

Image of future growth

• From a business standpoint, the segment is a comparatively easy one to enter as a 

new business thanks to government support (see the slide).

• The market for a pharmaceutical used to treat an orphan disease ranges from several 

hundred million yen to several billion yen.

• Our goal is not to generate major profits in a short period of time, but rather to 

pursue the business over the long term.

• We plan to carefully develop the business over the space of 5 to 10 years with the 

goal of being able to launch about one product per year on a sustained basis. 
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Image of future growth

• Our plans go beyond simply establishing the pharmaceutical business as a new 

business.

• As we reorient our existing businesses to align with healthcare-related themes in the 

future, we will route expertise gained through our involvement with ethical drugs 

back to those existing businesses as we utilize that knowledge to expand our 

businesses in the healthcare domain. 

• In this way, we will strive to leverage the entire Group to address growing interest in 

healthy lifestyles and contribute to society.
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